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Abstract
Information visualization (InfoVis) is the part of computer
graphics that provides techniques to make visible information in abstract data. Thinking of a typical data set consisting of hundreds or more variables, there are usually a
few or more dimensions that are categorical. This work
presents a new technique – called Parallel Sets – to visualize this special kind of data; in contrast to numerical values, a categorical scale is not continuous, but it provides
a binning. This technique extends the traditional parallel
coordinate system (Section 2) to be able to display categorical values adequately. That means, a new visual metaphor
is provided, which handles the discrete feature of categorical data by displaying their frequency values. Additionally, this technique attaches importance to the use of meta
information. The provided framework facilitates the management of additional information about the data. By that,
it is possible to explore the data set, store the found information and successively refined the gained information.
Keywords: Information visualization, categorical data,
meta information
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Introduction

Visualization is the process of transforming data, information, and knowledge into visual form making use of humans’ natural visual capabilities [8]. It facilitates cognition by using visual representations to enhance the detection of patterns and by enabling perceptual inference
operations. The data domain traditionally classifies the
field of visualization into two parts: scientific visualization (SciVis) and information visualization (InfoVis).
Information visualization mostly deals with abstract,
heterogeneous data. In contrast to scientific data (e.g.,
medical data, flow simulation data, weather simulation
data, etc.), abstract data has usually no inherent spatial
structures, and visual information extraction is a nontrivial problem for these kinds of data. This field of research tries to find new ways to display abstract data, so
that a user can explore the data and look for valuable information.
∗ http://vrvis.at/vis/research/parsets/
† Fabian.Bendix@VRVis.at

This work focuses on a small, but important part of InfoVis: the visualization of categorical data.
Categorical Data – apart from the structure of the
source data (1D, 2D, 3D, temporal data, tree-based or network data [16]), a basic way to differentiate data is to classify data according to their data scales: quantitative, ordinal, or nominal [11].
A quantitative scale is continuous (e.g., measurements)
and the latter two scales are discrete, whereas ordinal values are related to each other in terms of ordering (e.g.,
school marks), and nominal values usually do not have
a natural ordering or distance (e.g., names). Categorical variables are closely related to the latter two scales,
because they are also discrete; but moreover, categorical
means that the variable is binned (a binning can also be
introduced for continuous scales).
Thus, from a visualization point of view, categorical
data is very challenging, because there is often no natural
way of visually arranging categories, because any graphical relation would imply a relationship between these
graphical entities, but categories need not contain such relationships implicitly.
One can differentiate between non-transformational and
transformation techniques [14] to visualize categorical
data, either the categories are directly mapped to visual
attributes, or the categories are mapped to numbers, which
then are represented by visual attributes (discretization by
similarity-based or frequency-based transformations).
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Related Work

This section presents some currently available solutions in
dealing with categorical data. The number of visualization
techniques is still quite limited, but each described method
has its advantages and outstanding features. The technique
that was most influencing for the design of the Parallel Sets
layout is the parallel coordinate system.
Parallel Coordinates [12] are designed to display
numerical variables. Originally, the axes of a parallel
coordinate system represent the Euclidean n-dimensional
space Rn [12]. An n-dimensional point is represented
by a poly-line, whose vertices are the intersection points
on each parallel axis. Each poly-line represents one data
item and each intersection point represents the attribute
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Figure 1: The illustration shows how categorical variables
are displayed using traditional parallel coordinates (a),
how frequencies can be introduced (b), how color can enhance the visual discrimination (c), and how Parallel Sets
accomplish the task (d).

Figure 2: Inspired by Venn diagrams, the used visual
metaphor arranges the visual entities on an axis (each entity represents the corresponding category’s frequency).

data objects are arranged in columns, whereas all neighboring cells with identical values are combined into a
larger cell. The width of a cell indicates the number of
values of a particular attribute and the column widths are
reduced until all cells fit on the screen. In this compressed
view, it is necessary that the user can zoom into particular portions of the data. Therefore, the user selects certain
cells and only these are scaled to fit on the screen. To be
able to navigate between different levels of detail, InfoZoom stores the history information (which is meta information that help exploring the data).
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value for a particular data attribute. With the help of
techniques similar to Multiple Correspondence Analysis (MCA), one can transform categorical variables to numeric variables [15]. This way, categories are treated as if
they had numerical representations and can be displayed
by traditional parallel coordinate systems (Figure 1).
The problem with this approach is that the user expects a
discrete model, but gets a continuous one. Hence, it would
be more natural to visualize frequency information, rather
than displaying the data scores (which have to be transformed to numbers).
The Mosaic Display [5, 6, 18] is a recursive spacesubdivision technique, in which the frequency values of
categories are represented by particular areas (“tiles”) on
the screen. Alternating the width and the height of a tile is
subdivided into smaller parts, whereas the width, respectively the height, of each part represents the relative frequency of the associated category. This way, with each additional displayed variable, the space is further partitioned
into smaller tiles.
The weakness of the mosaic display is that for highdimensional data, the mapping of which tile belongs to
which data variable becomes very difficult. Moreover, the
mosaic and the parallel coordinate display do not use any
additional information to guide the user. The next presented technique shows an approach to do so.
InfoZoom [17] is a commercial software tool that facilitates the analysis of databases. Data dimensions (which
are hierarchically structured) are arranged in rows and the

Parallel Sets

The contribution of this work consists of three parts:
(1) the visual metaphor that finds a natural way of mapping
categorical variables to visual entities, (2) the use of additional information to support the user during information
extraction, and (3) to provide adequate interaction possibilities and features making exploration possible.
Modified Parallel Coordinate System
Concerning categorical data and their mapping to graphical marks, the goal is to find a good visual metaphor for
categories. Two issues have motivated the design of our
visual metaphor: the flexibility of parallel coordinate systems and Friendly’s statement that areas are natural visual
representations for frequency data [6].
Traditional parallel coordinates implement a continuous
design model. To integrate categorical variables, the visualization should implement a discrete model to match
the discrete user model. Because of that, this approach
maps the category’s frequency value to the extent of the
corresponding visual entity. Then, each dimension is represented by its categories (Figure 2). By using this visual metaphor instead of numerical axes, a discrete design
model is implemented.
The idea presented in Figure 1 shows that traditional
displays lack important information. Especially when
working with nominal variables, the knowledge of how
many data objects have a particular data attribute are crucial. Additionally, a line does not represent the relation
between two data attributes well enough, because a line
only visually says that there is a relation, but gives no hint
of how many observations show this relation.

Figure 4: The Parallel Sets technique supports the approved knowledge crystallization loop [3].
Figure 3: It is shown that numerical variables are also easily integrated, although there actual values are represented
and not frequencies.

In the Parallel Sets visualization, dimensions are horizontally aligned, each dimension is represented by its categories, and each category is represented by a box that is
placed side by side with the others. The lines in traditional parallel coordinate systems are replaced by parallelograms; the extent of each visual entity reflects the frequency of the associated category, respectively relation.
This technique is designed for categorical values; however, the visualization is also able to display numerical
variables. To save main memory and to facilitate a fast
rendering, numerical variables are binned. The user can
specify the number of bins for each numerical variable individually. Then, for each stream in the view the mean
value for each bin is used to draw a triangle from each
neighboring category to that value on the numerical axis
(see Figure 3).

Knowledge Extraction
In order to deal with large amounts of data, to be able
to structure and combine the data and to extract potentially valuable information, one major contribution of this
work is implementing the process of knowledge crystallization [3].
Figure 4 illustrates how information can be extracted
from abstract data. The important issue is that the process
actually is a loop. Thus, visual analysis means exploring
the data, storing the found information, again exploring
the data and so on. Hence, the found information has to
be stored during this process. For that, meta information
is needed; it provides information about the information
itself. Meta data provides information associated with the
raw data (e.g., names, descriptions) and meta data can be
used to structure the raw data hierarchically (e.g., in a file
system).

Meta Information
In terms of information extraction, it is quite common to
use brushing to focus on certain parts of the data that are
interesting for the user. Brushing [2, 9, 13] is an InfoVis
terminology for selecting portions of the data. A meta language can be used to store brushes or the logical combination of brushes [4]. The saving of meta information during
exploration facilitates the reuse of these brushes and facilitates information expansion. Current InfoVis techniques,
which focus on the visualization of categorical data, usually lack this feature.
Dimension Reduction
What should be kept in mind when looking at the currently
available InfoVis techniques (with regard to categorical
data) is the fact that (1) the screen space limits the number
of simultaneously displayed dimensions, and (2) human
perception abilities limit the dimensionality of the visualization.
In Parallel Sets, a new approach to reduce the number of
displayed dimensions is presented. The goal is not to preprocess the data (PCA [7]) and to visualize the resulting
lower dimensional space (VHDR [19]), but to make use of
the domain knowledge of the user. During the knowledge
crystallization process, the user explores the data and by
means of brushing, relevant information can be focused.
The crucial steps are to be able (1) to store the brushes
as categorical dimensions and (2) to reuse these created
dimensions over and over again, until the information is
found that the user has been looking for. The requirements
are:
• each two brushes are mutually exclusive
• each data observation is part of at least one brush
By means of dimension reduction, one can create a new
dimension that classifies each data object according to the
needs of the user. There are two types of combination:
generalization or specialization. Sometimes the provided
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Figure 5: The application screenshot shows the basic layout: user and exclusion panel, visualization panel, and data
panel (from left to right).

information is too detailed and a coarser classification
facilitates a cleaner visualization. On the other hand,
the combined dimension can show all relations of the
dimension that are combined.
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Visualization Design

The application consists of two main parts: the visualization itself and the framework that facilitates the handling
of meta information. Exploring data involves the use of
meta information – especially when working with categorical data. The separation of visualization and meta information management makes the visualization itself exchangeable.
The framework is composed of four panels (Figure 5):
data panel (showing the meta information of the available
raw data, the dimensions and the categories in a tree view),
the user panel (showing the dimensions the user has created in the same fashion as the data panel), the exclusion
panel (providing a list of categories the user temporarily
wants to be excluded from display), and the visualization
panel.
Visualization of Frequency Data
The information that is provided by the visualization is obtained by a crosstabulation [11]. Statistical examinations
deal with categorical data quite frequent; there is always
a first look at frequency tables (contingency tables) to get
a quick overview. Table 1 gives an example of a two-way
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fij is the amount of how many observations fall
into the combination of the crosstabulated values
of the i-th row and the j-th column (e.g., there are
145 women in the first class).
rij = fij /fi+ are thePindividual row frequenn
cies, whereas fi+ =
j=1 fij is the marginal
row count for the i-th row (e.g., 44.6% of the
passengers in the first class were women).
cij = fij /f+j are the individual
Pm column frequencies, whereas f+j =
i=1 fij is the
marginal column count for the j-th column (e.g.,
30.8% of the female passengers traveled first
class).
The remaining number is the absolute P
frequency
p
=
f
/f
),
whereas
f
=
fi+ =
ij
ij
++
++
P
P
f+j = fij is the total sum of observations.
This value represents the quantum for each combination of Class and Sex relative to the overall
amount of observations (e.g., 6.6% of the passengers are women in the first class).

Table 1: The crosstabulation of the titanic data set shows
the frequencies for dimension Class and Sex.

table of the titanic data set [1]; what is displayed by the visualization is the information obtained by such multi-way
tables.
Layout
Into the initially empty view, the user can add axes by
dragging dimensions from the user panel and from the data
panel into the view and set the position of the new axis.
On the right side of the dimension’s boxes, a button is displayed. By dragging this button, the position and the ordering of the added dimension can be changed afterwards.
At any point in time, there is one special dimension, the
active dimension. The active dimension defines the color-

Figure 7: The tree view shows the meta information that
is created, if the user starts brushing the data.

they are rendered in front of all other streams, and can be
visually traced across all shown dimensions.
(a)

(b)

Figure 6: The visualization offers the possibility to draw
the interconnection (a) sorted (in which all streams between two categories are parallel) or (b) unsorted (the
streams pass through categories).

coding of the interconnections. Each category of the active
dimension gets one color and all passing “streams” obtain
the color of the category they pass through. A stream is
a group of data records that have identical attribute values
in all displayed dimensions. By this color-coding, streams
can be differentiated and the streams that pass a particular
active category have equal colors assigned.
For rendering the streams, the application offers two
modes: sorted and unsorted (see Figure 6), according to
the relation of the stream to each other. The sorted mode,
which provides a tidy display, renders the streams in a way
that all interconnections between each two categories are
parallel. The unsorted mode provides the information of
how the groups are split by each dimension. Starting at the
topmost dimension, there is some amount of data objects,
which are also in each of the next dimension’s categories.

Dimension Composition is the process by which
the dimensions can be reduced to provide a clearer visualization. If the user starts selecting categories, the meta
information, which is displayed in the user panel of the
application, shows how the new dimension is composed.
As depicted in Figure 7, the user selection creates a new
dimension, a new category, a logical operator, the reference, and the default category. The default category is
used to satisfy the requirement that each data object has to
be part of exactly one brush-category, thus all unselected
data items are part of this group. The reference reflects the
selection itself and in conjunction with logical operators
(that can be modified afterwards), the user can construct
arbitrary brushes.
As a next step, the user could either refine the current
category or create a new category. Because in this example the operator node is selected, the next selection will be
added to the conjunction. If the dimension node were selected, the next selection would form a new category. The
categories and also the selections are mutually exclusive.
That means the nodes are processed top down and data
items that belong to the first category cannot belong to the
second and so on.

The major emphasis of the application is to provide wellsuited interaction possibilities. To make use of the user’s
domain knowledge, the user has to be able to work with a
large number of dimensions. Because of that, the key issue
is interactivity.

Category Composition is similar to dimension reduction that is explained above. The user can group certain
categories together to form a larger group. This hierarchy
is stored in the meta information for each dimension. In
the tree view of the data panel, where the meta information is displayed, the user can collapse or expand the group
nodes and the visualization reacts immediately on this interaction by displaying either the group or the particular
categories.

Highlighting is used to provide details-on-demand
immediately. For the dimensions and the categories, the
names are provided, but one could be interested in the
concrete number of data items that belongs to a particular category. Then the user moves the mouse pointer over
a category and one second later, a tooltip offers the available meta information for that category. Additionally, all
streams that pass through that category are elevated so that

Hiding Categories means that the user can drag
categories into the exclusion panel. All the categories,
which are listed there, are skipped during the building of
the multi-way table, which is the source for the visualization. This feature is especially useful in conjunction
with the dimension reduction feature, because the user can
build his own dimension and all uninteresting data items
can be summarized in one category. If the dimension is
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Features and Interaction
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Figure 8: The illustration shows that the interconnections represent absolute frequencies (probabilities) (a),
histograms can be used to show relative frequencies (conditional probabilities) (b), and the differences between
conditional and unconditional probabilities indicate a degree of independence (c).

displayed, the uninteresting category is dragged into the
exclusion panel and these values are no longer displayed
in the view.
Reordering means that the position of the dimensions and of the categories is not fixed. At any point in
time, the user has the possibility to drag a dimension to
some other position and by that, the ordering of the axes
can be changed. The same is true for categories: with drag
and drop, the user can order the categories according to his
needs.
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Optimizing the Visualization

In contrast to the techniques that are presented in Section 2, the Parallel Sets visualization is a very flexible display in which screen space is still available. The height
of each category’s box can be enlarged without disturbing the visualization, to gain additional space. There is
room to draw a plot that presents special insight. In this
work, histograms are drawn inside each category, if the
user enlarges the box (similar to [10]). Inside each box,
two self-contained histograms are displayed: the top histogram shows the above dimension, and the bottom histogram shows the dimension below – relative to the dimension the histogram is displayed for. Thus, the leftmost

Figure 9: All displayed dimensions reflect the education
of persons in each household – ordered from university to
primary school (top to bottom); the information is available in binary form (yes or no) and is unsuitable for exploration.

bar in the histogram represents the leftmost category of
the neighboring dimension; the second bar represents the
second category and so on.
The application provides several possibilities of what
information is displayed in the histogram (Figure 8).
There are two modes, which give especially useful information:
Relative Frequencies can be displayed in the histograms. Considering the crosstabulation of frequency
values, the histogram displays the relative row/column frequencies. In statistical terms, the relative frequency actually is the conditional probability (if the marginal frequencies are seen as posteriori probabilities). Thus, the height
of the histogram bars makes the relative relationship between two dimensions more apparent to the user and provides the probabilities of the relation conditional to each
category.
Independence is also an interesting question, regarding the conditional probabilities. If the conditional
probabilities are equal to the posterori probabilities, then
the two dimensions are completely independent. In this
kind of histogram, a straight line would visualize an independent relation, because each histogram bar displays
the deviation of these two probabilities. For instance, the
degree of independence can be used to introduce ordering
to a dimension in relation to another dimension and provide very valuable information (this is done by reordering
categories, so that the histogram shows a monotonic distribution).

Figure 10: This meta information represents a possible
classification to reduce the dimensionality of Figure 9.
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Figure 11: One can see a clear relationship between high
income and good educational qualification and the fact of
having one or no children.

Reality Check

To show how the presented features work and why they are
useful, the exploration of a real data set should reinforce
the implementation of each of them.
The Data is a questionnaire data set. 93.872 households were asked 99 questions about their living standard
and regarding to pet-care and homecare. The questions are
grouped according to certain topics: general information
(school qualification, number of children, income), pet
care information (whether there is a pet in the household)
and homecare information (what is the favorite washing
agent, supermarket).
The Task is to explore the categorical data that contains special structures: the data variables are hierarchically organized; the data consists of a large number of
dimensions with low cardinality; and it is quite common
that some questions are not answered, because of several
reasons: privacy concerns, people do not want to answer
questions, etc.
The Exploration
Figure 9 gives an example for dimension composition. To
convert the raw data into a more convenient form, the dimensions (each gives the information, if one has obtained
a particular qualification or not) are combined to one dimension that has one category for each qualification. By
this, the data is not transformed, but the data is classified
differently (the meta information that represents this new
dimension is shown in Figure 10).
During this process, the user makes use of his domain
knowledge and of the interaction possibilities: reordering
of dimensions and categories and highlighting (to see detailed information and to enhance the relationships by elevating the streams). As a result of this first part, the user

gets a new categorical dimension, with which he can work
better – by means of adding it to the visualization again.
This can be done repeatedly with different dimensions,
to form ones that are more expressive. Then the user can
add all the interesting dimensions into the view (conveniently three to four) and take a closer look at the relation among the variables. Figure 11 gives an example, of
the relation between education, qualification, and number
of children. The bottom dimension has an inherent order, whereas the top dimension is ordered, so that in the
middle, the histogram of deviation between conditional
and unconditional probabilities of the rightmost category
shows a monotonic relation. This reveals that a better financial standing correlates with better education and the
fact of having only one child or no children at all.
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Conclusion

Categorical data sets are quite common in the field of visual data mining, but to display such data efficiently is
a big challenge to InfoVis. This work presents a technique that provides a very intuitive approach: categories
are mapped to their frequency values and these numbers
are used to determine the visualization.
The two-dimensional layout and the discrete design
model facilitate the understanding of the visualization and
of the relationship between categorical attributes. An analysis is only possible if a user can properly handle the data
visually. That is why interaction, visual feedback and the
use of meta information is essential for dealing complex
relations.
To conclude, it remains to be mentioned that the presented technique is an innovative idea in coping with categorical data that should influence future approaches as
preceding approaches have influenced this work.
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